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Dear Country Heads, Shihan, Sensei, 

Message from the Presidents council 

This message serves as an urgent notification of a resolution taken by the IKGA 
Presidents Council 

Attention Senseis and Shihans of the IKGA 

 It has come to our attention that some instructors/shihans have used the international 
media such as face book, zoom etc. in order to give out instructions World Wide without 
having first asked permission either from the Presidents council, or the Block Director.  

It is common sense and self-evident the IKGA cannot allow any instructor or shihan that 
thinks he or she has the right to instruct outside his or her own dojo without the 
permission of the Block director. 

We therefore ask, any instructor/shihan or otherwise to release instruction videos for 
your own dojo members only.  

Instructing other dojo’s then your own within a national branch, can only be done by 
mutual agreement between the guest instructor and the dojo owner.  

The IKGA has an iron rule that no instructor has the right to teach outside his or her 
country without the permission of the Block Director. It is very important that we respect 
this rule, regardless of what platform we are using. 

Only electronic online teaching on a CLOSED social media platform which can be 
accessed by a code and which is made available to the students belonging to 
your own dojo is allowed.  

If however you are using Zoom or any other social media as an open platform, meaning 
that any person can log in whether you receive payment or not, you are therefore 
instructing outside your own dojo and are breaking the IKGA rules and actually limiting 
the other instructor's income by teaching his students. 
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We are all part of the world wide IKGA family, and it is therefore self-evident and 
common sense  that we respect the rules of the IKGA and show solidarity with other dojo  

owners around the globe who are in similar circumstances as you are, especially in these 
difficult times. 

So therefore the Presidents Council has decided that as from the 1st of May 2020 
onwards, NO IKGA instructor/ shihan or otherwise has the right to instruct electronically 
on OPEN international media such as face book, zoom or otherwise without the 
permission from the Block director and or the Presidents Council, this media is only used 
for the benefit of his or her own dojo members. 

This is consistent with the current IKGA rules. 

Any previous online teachings that have been placed on open social media must 
be removed within seven days from 1st of May. 
 
This instruction is by order of the IKGA Presidents Council. 
 
Regards 
 
I. de Jong 
 


